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Will help a lot in preparing the necessary training Hard training for. To get valuable recruits, for Nervousness in taking. There are many Magikarp tournaments in the game, if you have to collect with countless badges Get the highest position. Winning also gives you a certain amount of experience points,
which increases your character level, as well as increases the JP range for Magikarp. There is a real danger after training and competition, you will sometimes see a cutsen. You stand in front of a 50/50 option: play safe or risk your pet for extra experience points. I'm not wrong - it's a selection of life and
death. Train your Pokémon and keep them safe. Finally, let them retire. It was warned through a cutsen in sadness and joy at sunset. Trevor, I will never forget you. Never.Do not worry, after a Magikarp retires, you can catch another Magikarp, later Magikarp, with more special indicators, different colors
and patterns. As we grow older, micap develops with new colors and patterns. And then you'll have a collection of different Magikarp types next to the titles. Overview When I first started playing Pokémon: Magikarp Jump, I thought it was a boring game, but there was something interesting and intense in
the recurring theme of the game. Balancing the game between farming and gently relaxing in aquarium decorating, the main goal is to collect all Magikarp collections in addition. The game is small and does not require too much time, which is good for fun. You can mention some other Pokémon games
like Pokémon Quest. When you are free, you can go into the game and feed the fish, or train, and then go to join the competition until Magikarp is finished, relax it and feed another Magikarp.Magikarp you have to rely on. Don't go wrong! Download Pokémon: Magikarp Jump MOD APK for Android (latest
version) version
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